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From the summary of the 2015 published book entitled Ukraine: ZBIG’s Grand Chessboard &
How the West Was Checkmated:

Ukraine: ZBIG’s Grand Chessboard & How the West Was Checkmated speaks to the
historical and geostrategic moves by the West to control the Eurasian landmass: the
broken  promises  and  treaties,  the  geostrategic  missteps  and,  finally,  how  Grand
Chessboard  fundamentalism  actually  catalyzed  Russia’s  re-emergence  as  a  global
power, shifted geostrategic power eastward and, proverbially, snatched defeat from the
jaws of a U.S./NATO victory.

Seven years later based on today’s grand chessboard stage, the above scenario imminently

appears to be a done deal in the making. With a Friday September 23rd headline claiming
World War III is already here from Mike Adams of naturalnews,com, the first two sentences
of his article assert:

World  War  III  has  already begun.  You simply  aren’t  being  told  this  because  your
government and dishonest media outlets are dedicated to keeping you in the dark.

Though some may construe this narrative as sensationalized click bait, sadly it does appear
World War III is upon us.

With the hectic tempo of doomsday events unfolding this past week in combination with the

hyped-up social media buzz of cryptic dire predictions for September 24th that include the
“death of America,” now that it’s come and gone, though thankfully nothing so cataclysmic
as 9/11 has occurred, arguably the world does appear to be on the verge of earthshaking
calamity.

More news breaking stories out of China on Friday September 23rd are reporting that a 50-
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mile long (80km) military convoy is headed into the Chinese capital Beijing, along with all air
and rail travel shut down.

Unconfirmed  rumors  of  a  coup  overthrowing  Xi  Jinping  now  on  house  arrest  are  flooding
Chinese social media, speculating that members of the CCP old guard have seized control

and that an attack on Taiwan is next. on Saturday September 24th, 2022 Newsweek ran a
story stating that unsubstantiated reports indicate that the People’s Liberation China Army
commanding General Li Qiaoming has replaced Ji Jinping.

Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) from nukes destroying the earth in the Cold War days of
the US-Soviet arms race has been replaced today by insanely mad neocon DC puppets
promoting  US  “Nuclear  Primacy,”  or  the  West’s  first  strike  advantage,  plunging  humanity
headlong into an “end of the world” danger zone risking impending nuclear holocaust.

And  now  we’ve  entered  the  age  of  hypersonic  technology  where  missiles  can  travel  five
times the speed of sound, the West currently in a game of playing catch-up to both Russia
and China. Numerous military analysts project the West will lose World War III against the
East.

As of June 30, 2022, CNN reports that based on its latest early phase hypersonic testing, the
US  is  floundering  to  develop  a  full  range  of  hypersonic  warfare  that  can  compete  against

Russia. Meanwhile, announced on Friday September 23rd, 20022, the Pentagon just awarded
a near $1 billion contract to Raytheon-Northrop to build Hypersonic Attack Cruise Missiles
for the US Air Force scheduled for delivery in 2027. The problem is, humans are likely to be
extinct wiped out in the upcoming world war.

Currently at the precipice of World War III disaster, by malific design our enemy bloodlines
have set into motion the West versus the East wartime operations raging in a European and
Pacific theater, ignited from fast expanding Ukraine to greater Europe all the way to Pacific
Asia’s Taiwan. The globalist plan appears imminent to deploy Eastern powers of Russia,
China and Iran to intentionally destroy an already weakened West,  currently in freefall
decline by design. Luciferians’ road to perdition is sacrificing the Western bloc of nations on
today’s  two  front  chopping  block.  This  bleak  endgame scenario  is  further  backed  by
government sourced data on deagel.com, projecting the US population by 2025 to be 65
million people, a colossal culling of over 80% from its current population of 332 million.

The US/NATO has nearly depleted its own weapons stockpile, sent to the Kiev regime where
at least 70% ends up sold on Ukraine’s notorious black market. With the West’s arsenal
nearly  emptied,  plus  the  US  fighting  force  severely  weakened  by  COVID  bioweapon
mandates, the West has been rendered virtually defenseless in a world war against the
combined forces of Russia and China on two fronts, leaving its only viable option nuclear, as
in Israel’s Samson Option. If that’s the case, we all lose. This dangerous endgame is the
elites’ last stand.

On the  15th  of  September,  less  than  a  week  prior  to  Putin’s  nuclear  war  warning  on

Wednesday September 21st, a Business Insider article was published entitled “Moscow Could
Be Pushed to ‘Nuclear Escalation’ if the US Overreacts to Russia’s Disastrous Invasion of
Ukraine, New Report Warns.”
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On Tuesday September 20th, CNN, the news network that relishes bringing you bad news
that’s almost all lies, reported:

US and Canadian  warships  sailed  through the  Taiwan Strait  on  Tuesday  following
weekend remarks from President Joe Biden that the US would defend Taiwan in the
event it is attacked by China.

On last week’s episode of 60 Minutes, Biden was asked point blank if the US would defend
Taiwan if attacked by China. He emphatically repeated his prior commitment to defend
Taiwan, even sending US troops, something he stops short of in Ukraine.

The feebleminded president also claims in the same breath that the US still maintains its
“one China policy.” Biden’s created an ambivalent mess, inviting upheaval in every corner
of the globe that feeds right into the elites’ agenda, minimizing the chance of a peaceful,
negotiated settlement between the two Chinese nations,  similar to the divide and rule
elements keeping the two Koreas apart. Puppets dance to the tune of their puppetmasters
every time.

Willfully violating others’ airspace, territorial limits and breeching hostile nations’ national
security are invariably prewar indicators accompanied by warmongering rhetoric by world
puppet  leaders,  combined  with  saber-rattling  show-of-force  muscle-flexing  always  to
heighten global tensions and conflict. On the one hand, these violations are childish games
of intimidation with “my gun’s bigger than yours” taunt, specifically executed to piss off the
enemy to  escalate  conditions  to  the next  level.  On the other  hand,  they’re  also  a  surefire
marker and precursor prior to igniting the next major war.

Already  this  month  and  next  we’re  seeing  an  influx  of  yet  another  predictable  prewar
marker – multiple large-scale joint military exercises. Recently more are ongoing than ever
before. Currently China and Russia’s navies are participating in sea operations together.

China is also now immersed in a joint exercise with India, while next month India has
scheduled high altitude warfare training with the US Army near the hotly disputed India-
China  border.  Another  US-India  joint  mountainous  exercise  in  late  August  enflamed  the
Chinese  to  no  end,  but  India  is  attempting  to  walk  the  fine  line  straddling  neutrality  with
both the East and West.

Earlier this month, while immersed in Ukraine, Russia led the Vostok-2022 exercises in
northeast Asia involving 50,000 troops belonging to the military forces of China, India, Laos,
Mongolia,  Nicaragua  and  Syria.  For  the  first  time,  China  deployed  forces  from  all  its
branches in a single, multinational joint operation with a half dozen other nations. Not to be
outdone,  not  far  away at  the  exact  same time,  the  US and South  Korea  engaged in
wargaming  joint  maneuvers  using  artillery,  tanks  and  attack  aircraft.  This  of  course
enflames North Korea which has always been aligned with Russia and China.

Meanwhile, North Korean dictator Kim Jong-un understandably reacts with agitation, as the
once on-the-table Korean reunification plan is cast further aside each time the US and South
Korea stage another show of force. Kim Jong-un recently said he will never give up his
nuclear weapons and missiles as long as the US is deemed such a major threat to his
nation’s survival. The East-West divisions have grown exponentially since just a few years
ago when Trump managed to stabilize frictions with both Russia and North Korea. Whenever
US relations sour toward nations, it motivates them in self-defense to strengthen mutual
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ties. But then the City of London-Vatican controllers have always historically used the United
States as their world bully battering ram, warring against other nations 93% of its time in
existence.

On Tuesday September 20th it was announced that four referendums in both the Donetsk
and Lugansk People’s Republics to decide on whether to be part of Russia would proceed

from September 23-27th.

Assuming the people of Kherson, Donetsk, Lugansk and Zaporozhye choose to rejoin Russia,
in the future this would render any attacks on these areas as direct attacks against Russia
proper. Though this is a major step in the right direction toward finally establishing political
stability in the Donbas region, it has come at an enormous, belated cost.

If it had also been simultaneously conducted more than 8 years ago when Crimea opted for
annexation in 2014, perhaps millions of lives would have been spared. This confirms that, as
a minimum, Putin’s restraint constitutes a huge lapse of judgment.

In any event, the referendum is a huge, decisive positive step. Paolo Raffone, director of the
CIPI Foundation, a Brussels-based geopolitical think tank, weighs in:

Once the Lugansk and Donetsk People’s Republics, Zaporozhye and Kherson regions
are integrated in the Russian Federation, the game is over. In fact, the US president has
repeatedly said that his country is not at war with Russia and that he does not want to
commit US troops on the ground to fight Russia nor he wants to use non-conventional
weapons. Due to the domestic problems in the US, it would be difficult to reverse such
an approach at least until the presidential elections in 2024.

Meanwhile, Biden’s foreign policy “expert,” Secretary of State Antony Blinken took to Twitter
to express his disapproval of Putin’s referendum announcement:

Any  Russian  sham  ‘referenda’  in  Ukraine  would  be  illegitimate  and  an  affront  to  the
principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity…

The amount of never-ending hubris and sheer hypocrisy coming out of the filthy mouths of
these sorry-ass puppet losers is incredible. The US government as a forever pawn of the
planetary controllers, has centuries of historically violating in the most violent, wicked and
brutal ways every single principle of sovereignty and territorial integrity of the rest of the
world, with the US overthrowing or militarily invading 75 nations while killing 30 million
humans just since World War II. Yet Blinken self-righteously preaches and condemns Russia
for protecting its national security. Washington DC’s total disregard for the sanctity of life
and “sovereignty and territorial integrity” of all other nations is epic in the annals of shame.

Putin’s television address to his nation this week was delayed by a day, taking place on

Wednesday the 21st, announcing his partial mobilization, calling up 300,000 reservists for
immediate active military duty. This enormous sized military force definitely exceeds what is
required to take down Ukraine, and it cannot be done overnight. This then suggests that it’s
not just about fighting in Ukraine but preparing to engage in a much larger war in Europe
with  the  West.  This  expansion  of  Russian  combat  forces  is  the  first-time  any  troop
mobilization has ever occurred in Russia since World War II, adding another grave reminder
of what is looming on our horizon as inevitable and seemingly unavoidable.
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A September 21st zerohedge.com article pointedly states:

In July 2010, the International Court of Justice issued an “Advisory Opinion” on Kosovo
(previously part of Serbia) in which it determined a few important points of international
law. Namely:

Unilateral declarations of independence are not illegal under international law.1.
People’s right to self-determination supersedes territorial integrity.2.

Washington DC considers itself to be above all international law, still deluding itself as the
world’s only superpower living in unipolar fantasyland, hypocritically insisting that its own
fabricated “rules based global order” should supersede all international rule of law, which
automatically exempts the US from complying with international rule of law. Yet should any
other nation violate the US’ arbitrary “rules based global order” yet remain in compliance
with international rule of law the rest of the world follows, then all hell rains down as if the
DC policymakers are God. The old semantics game and twisted moral principle of “laws for
thee, rules for me.”

The Russia-China led coalition quickly gaining global consensus is rudely waking up these
magalomanical morons propped up as the West’s puppet leaders. They mindlessly parrot
each other reading from the same globalist script. Case in point, at a recent NATO military
conference, Estonia’s Defense Minister Martin Herem actually uttered these words:

Collectively  we  must  deny  Russia  the  possibility  to  change  today’s  ‘rules-based’
international order.

… where the Western puppet masters and their scripted minions get to arbitrarily make up
the rules as they go along. Again, they are all living in a delusional world of literal AI hive-
minded insanity, mechanically robotically mouthing these same fantastical lies. These useful
idiot tools will soon be discarded by their puppetmasters or meet their unwelcome fate at a
military  tribunal,  sentencing the whole  lot  of  them to  execution for  treason,  including
judgment day for their masters as well, after incriminating evidence on them is gathered
from Truth and Reconciliation Commissions.

Just  to  affirm how “free” this  phony democracy called Ukraine is,  legislation to  criminalize
any citizen in Ukraine including the Donbas that applies for a Russian passport or votes in
the upcoming referendums this weekend will be allegedly jailed for up to five years. That’s
how tyrannical and desperate Kiev has become as it continues in actuality to lose the war. If
it was winning, as the Mockingbird Western media now all insists [again], it would not in
desperation  resort  to  these extreme threats  of  overkill  punishment  for  citizens  simply
exercising  their  right  to  self-determine  their  own  fate  through  a  democratic  vote.
Dictatorships run by weak autocratic puppets must play its heavy-handed punitive card if it
hopes to survive even a little longer but their days are growing shorter.

Rumors this week have emerged that the Governor of the Rothschild affiliated Central Bank
of Russia, Elvira Nabiullina, has tendered her resignation to President Putin.

Shortly  after  Putin’s  Ukraine  intervention  began,  a  Bloomberg  article  revealed  that
Nabiullina as head of Russia’s Central Bank attempted to quit after nine years in March
2022, but Putin allegedly forced her to stay on for the last six months. Conjecture that she
has adversely been impacted by the US led economic sanctions freezing Russia’s $630
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billion foreign assets may have played a factor. In any event, with her banking fate still
unknown, overall the West’s leftist media considers the brooch-wearing 58-year old their
darling for her monetary skills keeping afloat the Russian economy in spite of its ceaseless
sanctions since 2014, all  the while labeled a rare “liberal” amidst the demonized Putin
regime.  This  week’s  resignation  speculation  recurred  after  surfacing  in  March,  and  a
condition  of  her  purported staying on with  Putin  was  that  no  military  mobilization  be
implemented.

As recently as 2021, Vladimir Putin made a video (see below) appearance at the World
Economic Forum where after Klaus Schwab’s introduction of the Russian president, Putin
opened his Davos speech mentioning he and Schwab go way back to 1992, apparently
maintaining a 30-year friendship all the while. Shortly after making Schwab’s acquaintance,
Klaus’ mentor Henry Kissinger also began his apparent longstanding friendship with Putin,
confirmed by  Kissinger’s  right-hand man Steve  Pieczenik  boasting  that  he  and  his  boss  in
1999 chose Putin to replace the alcoholic Boris Yeltsin as Russian leader. By association,
rubbing elbows with infamously notorious Rothschild agents implicates Rothschild affiliated
Russian Central Banker Elvira Nabiullina as well as Putin.

Meanwhile, right after Putin spoke to the nation on Wednesday, according to the Western
press,  flights  from  Moscow  to  Yerevan  and  Istanbul  were  reportedly  sold  out.  Countries
where visas for Russians are not required – Turkey, Armenia, Georgia, and Serbia, were all
suddenly high demand destinations of citizens trying to flee Russia, according to Reuters. As
a result, within hours the Moscow government ordered all its airlines to immediately stop
selling tickets to men aged 18 to 65.

Just  to  give you an understanding how news services  covering the exact  same event
completely diverge based on particular biases, the onetime Rothschild owned news service
Reuters frames its anti-Putin headline “Putin escalates Ukraine war, issues nuclear threat to
West,” while the far more neutral Arab news service Al Arabiya states, “Putin signs decree
on  mobilization,  says  West  wants  to  destroy  Russia.”  Both  carry  completely  different
accounts  of  the  same  event.  Putin  is  quoted  in  The  Guardian:

To those who allow themselves such statements regarding Russia, I want to remind you
that our country also has various means of destruction, and for separate components
and more modern than those of NATO countries and when the territorial integrity of our
country is threatened, to protect Russia and our people, we will certainly use all the
means at our disposal – this is not a bluff, [adding, Russia had] lots of weapons to reply.

The Russian leader  justifies  mobilization  in  response to  “the dangers  posed by the West,”
which “wants to destroy our country.” Clearly from his perspective, Putin is operating with
sound moral judgment in self-defense of his nation. Yet from the West’s deceptive point of
view,  he  is  always  portrayed  as  the  “mad  Russian,”  most  dangerous  dictator  and
bloodthirsty aggressor in this world since Adolph Hitler.

Putin’s  Wednesday morning speech articulated an accurate description of  some of  the
typical nefarious activities currently being perpetrated by the West:

Western elites are doing their utmost to preserve their domination and with this aim in
view are trying to block and suppress any sovereign and independent development
centers in order to continue to aggressively force their will and pseudo-values on other
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countries and nations.

Again, Putin often makes rational sense. Yet the inverse Luciferian world we’re living in flips
everything, so that what is truth is called deception and the lies get passed off as truth. In
mainstream corporate Western media, this is 100% true.

Immediately following the Putin speech, Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu was even
more direct:

I cannot but emphasize the fact that today we are at war not so much with Ukraine and
the Ukrainian army as with the collective West. At this point we are really at war with
the collective West, with NATO, or vice versa – with NATO and with the collective West.

So there it is, NATO versus Russia and Russia versus NATO. For seven months straight, daily
Western propaganda slanders Russia as the “unprovoked invader” of Ukraine, when all
historical facts clearly prove that the West for over three decades has illegally broken every
promise and formal agreement ever made, while refusing for even one minute to respect
Russia’s repeated requests to accept its sovereign fundamental right to protect its own

national security, even right up to February 24th special operation, while nonstop the West
has aggressively provoked tensions and forced Russia to intervene in order to save ethnic
Russians, de-Nazify and demilitarize Ukraine from continuing its 8 year ethnic purge in the
Donbas, ever since the US illegally overthrew the Kiev government back in 2014.

As if all these latest developments aren’t alarming enough, the US and NATO are working
overtime this extremely busy week ratcheting up what seems inevitable at this point –
World War III.

On Tuesday September 13th, a group of former prime ministers and foreign ministers from
NATO countries released their The KYIV Security Compact, which is a signed pact pledging
NATO  support  for  Ukraine,  in  effect,  declaring  it  a  de  facto  NATO  member  that  puppet
Zelensky  zealously  signed  off  on  already.

These warmongering NATO hawks are led by its chairman former Danish Prime Minister and
NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen, Australia’s former Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd, former Swedish Prime Minister Carl  Bildt,  former UK Foreign Secretary William J.
Hague and former ministers from France, Germany, Italy, and Poland, acting as a formal
delegation on behalf  of  NATO clearly taking the Ukraine conflict to another level entirely –
from a US/NATO proxy war to a US/NATO direct hot war against Russia, for all intents and
purposes, evoking Article 5 of the NATO Charter to directly engage in combative world war
against  Russia,  opening  up  officially  the  far  wider  global  war  gravely  risking  nuclear
annihilation. This is why Putin is mobilizing 300,000 more soldiers on active duty, because
all along US/NATO have been warring against Russia using Ukraine as its incendiary device
to ignite World War III.

So, for decades the West has been consistently the only side itching for nuclear war, and
seemingly now in response, Putin has been forced to defend his nation and people against
destruction. But of course, if Vlad the Bad is merely a controlled opposition Kissinger actor
working covertly  still  with the Rothschild City of  London cabal,  then it’s  all  just  grand
chessboard theater,  each playing their  scripted role,  which it  might  well  be,  and with
Chinese troops reportedly now on the ground fighting alongside the Russian army, there you

https://tass.com/politics/1511125
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2022/09/07/its-not-okay-for-grown-adults-to-say-the-ukraine-invasion-was-unprovoked/
https://jameshfetzer.org/2022/09/joachim-hagopian-are-putin-and-xi-city-of-londons-controlled-opposition-or-leaders-rising-up-in-a-multipolar-world/
https://jameshfetzer.org/2022/09/joachim-hagopian-are-putin-and-xi-city-of-londons-controlled-opposition-or-leaders-rising-up-in-a-multipolar-world/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-truth-behind-the-crisis-in-ukraine-us-covert-manipulation-and-the-resurging-cold-war/5372408
https://www.ukrainianworldcongress.org/rasmussen-yermak-present-the-kyiv-security-compact/
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have it, a preplanned staged East versus West World War III showdown already playing out
right before our eyes.

According to a report dated last Sunday, September 18th, former member of the FBI Joint
Terrorism Task Force Hal Turner analyzed and released photos and a brief video sent to him
by anonymous intel sources. They clearly show at least one small convoy of Humvees and
troop personnel transport vehicles that belong to the PRC captured on film entering Ukraine
from the Russian border. Though this evidence is scant in scope and no claims of a large on-
the-ground Chinese military presence in Ukraine can be made, nonetheless it does send a
clear brazenly sober, alarming message that:

China has just announced to the whole world that it is now militarily standing with
Russia, inside Ukraine.

This strongly indicates that the military Russian incursion is opening up into a much wider
international  conflict  between  the  two  largest  Eastern  global  nuclear  powers  and  the
US/NATO forces. Moreover, head of the Chinese legislature, Li Zhanshu, met with Putin in
mid-September as well as with Duma leaders, and Li Zhanshu told the Duma:

We see that the United States and its NATO allies are expanding their presence near
the Russian borders, seriously threatening national security and the lives of Russian
citizens… We fully understand the necessity of all the measures taken by Russia aimed
at protecting its key interests… We are providing our assistance.

Every single day, Luciferian controllers move us closer and closer to nuclear World War
Armageddon.  This  disturbing  development  preceded  last  week’s  Shanghai  Cooperation
Organization (SCO) summit in Eurasia, where Putin met with Xi Jinping to further discuss
how China can “provide assistance,” now with the breaking knowledge that Xi has militarily
sent a contingent of his People’s Republic of China’s forces already to the Ukraine warfront.
While forces of the East get ready for world war in Ukraine against the West, renewing and
strengthening their multipolar strategic military partnership to full advantage, their sights
are clearly set on taking on the West in an upcoming world war, the inevitable Eastern
warfront in Taiwan awaits in all likelihood to be ignited within the next few weeks or months.

Putin  returned  home  to  Moscow  after  last  week’s  big  summit,  displaying  a  renewed
confidence  having  apparently  accomplished  what  he  wanted,  in  exchange  for  assurance
that his war in Ukraine would soon end “as soon as possible,” made public when India’s
prime minister Narendra Modi assertively confronted Putin. Russia appears to have received
unanimous support from China’s Xi, India’s Modi, Turkey’s Recep Erdogan, Iran’s Ebrahim
Raisi and even new Pakistani Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif.

While Putin announced his mobilization this week, back in China at a Beijing hosted defense
conference, Xi also carried the war drum theme home in his statement quoted in Xinhua
News:

It  is  imperative  to  conscientiously  summarize  and  apply  successful  experience  in
reforms, to master new situations and [understand] the requirements of the tasks, to
focus on preparing for wars, and to have the courage to explore and innovate. [Boldface
for emphasis]

Shit appears to literally be hitting the fan now. After over a half year of virtually nonstop

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/bulletin-chinese-military-convoy-enters-ukraine-from-russia
https://beijing.mid.ru/en/news/leaders_of_the_state_duma_factions_met_with_chairman_of_the_standing_committee_of_the_national_peopl/
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2022/09/16/djyj-s16.html
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/war/putin-xi-is-on-my-side/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-09-21/precipice-world-war-3
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-tells-modi-hell-stop-194411249.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/xi-tells-armed-forces-focus-preparing-wars-geopolitical-flashpoints-intensify
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shelling at the ZaporozhyeNuclear Power Plant by insane Ukraine neo-Nazis, they finally did
it. Now it seems we could be on our way to another Fukushima disaster as the plant’s
cooling system was allegedly damaged and compromised. A water pipe to the cooling
system was hit by an alleged US rocket system missile launcher fired by Ukraine based on a
larger sized shelling fragment discovered at the scene. The implications are devastating.

Tass News Agency posted the news on Wednesday September 21st. It really does appear
that major catastrophic events are now happening and that recent dire predictions for

September 24th and 25th might be more than just speculation.

Other than Modi’s lone voice remarking last Friday in dialogue with Putin, “Now is not the
time for war,” absolutely no other world leader is even talking peace or exploring any
possibility of a nonviolent resolution to all these mounting geopolitical tensions and crises
spinning  out  of  control  on  our  planet.  This  seething  ready  to  explode  atmosphere  reflects
the entire world bracing for the epic shitstorm of monumental biblical proportions erupting
just as the elites’ reset implodes economies around the globe. It’s looking very dark as the
crimes of the ages expose the genocidal elites plunging us into world war.

There are only a couple Western national leaders who are lone voices in the wilderness
abyss, namely from Hungary and Serbia, as the only leaders possessing the courage amidst
pressure to toe the line and lie, committing actions that only harm their citizens. Serbian
president Aleksandar Vucic just stated:

I assume that we’re leaving the phase of the special military operation and approaching
a major armed conflict, and now the question becomes where is the line, and whether
after a certain time – maybe a month or two, even – we will enter a great world conflict
not seen since the Second World War.

Rutgers University published its research findings last month that if a nuclear war broke
out between Russia and the United States, within two years two-thirds of the planet,
that’s  5  billion  people,  would  be  dead.  Yet  is  this  dystopian  shockwave  of  harsh
unthinkable reality that humanity is now facing in any way actually going to alter or
change the imminent probability of it manifesting as our tragic fate?

The Russian geopolitical strategist and ultra-nationalist Aleksandr Dugin, whose journalist
daughter was tragically assassinated  last month, recently commented on the ominously
dark developments in recent days fast descending upon today’s earth:

We are on the brink of World War III, which the West is compulsively pushing for. And
this is no longer a fear or expectation, it is a fact. Russia is at war with the collective
West, with NATO and its allies (though not with all of them)… Yet, the threat of a third
world war is getting closer and closer.  Whether it  will  come to the use of nuclear
weapons is an open question. But the probability of a nuclear Armageddon grows by the
day.

As actress Betty Davis said in her 1950 film classic “All About Eve”:

Fasten your seat belts. It’s going to be a bumpy night.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram and
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writings have been translated into more than 20 languages.

Reviews

“This book is a ‘must’ resource – a richly documented and systematic diagnosis of the
supremely pathological geo-strategic planning of US wars since ‘9-11’ against non-nuclear
countries to seize their oil fields and resources under cover of ‘freedom and democracy’.”
–John McMurtry, Professor of Philosophy, Guelph University

“In a world where engineered, pre-emptive, or more fashionably “humanitarian” wars of
aggression have become the norm, this challenging book may be our final wake-up call.”
-Denis Halliday, Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations

Michel Chossudovsky exposes the insanity of our privatized war machine. Iran is being
targeted with nuclear weapons as part of a war agenda built on distortions and lies for the
purpose of private profit. The real aims are oil, financial hegemony and global control. The
price could be nuclear holocaust. When weapons become the hottest export of the world’s
only superpower, and diplomats work as salesmen for the defense industry, the whole world
is recklessly endangered. If we must have a military, it belongs entirely in the public sector.
No one should profit from mass death and destruction.
–Ellen Brown, author of ‘Web of Debt’ and president of the Public Banking Institute   
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